
 

Identifying O-470-11 and O-470-15 Lord Mounts;  
Info and Sources 
(Response to a 2015 inquiry from -15 owner) 
 
Identifying Your Lord Mount 
The -11 (J2245-1) style mount has the Lord mount retaining bolt running 
horizontally through the elastomeric halves. The load of the engine is in the shear 
axis of that style mount. The -15 (J6545-1) style mount has the thru-bolt running 
nearly vertically - maybe 30 deg off the vertical. An engine using the -15 style sits 
on the elastomer halves that are compressed between the pad of the engine's 
support leg and the pad welded on the aircraft's tubular engine mount. The load 
of the engine's weight is in compression on the elastomers.  
 
O-470-15 Lord Mounts 
The -15 Lord mounts (for all but earliest -15 installations) are Lord p/n J6545-1. 
That "assembly" should include the two-piece J3049-34 rubber section and the 
J6544-1 spacer (barrel bushing). There is an MS16562-225 pin spring (?? - 
inserts in the mount but I don't recall this). An AN7H33 bolt, AN960-716 washer 
are used to mount the Lord mount to the engine's support leg pad and to the 
tubular engine mount's pad - the aircraft's engine mount. Spring, bolt and washer 
(1 ea per mount) must be ordered separately. 
 
First, Confirm Proper Lord Mount 
The very earliest -15s used the -11 style Lord mount (J2245-1). Some of the 
earliest "D" models used those Lord mounts with the -11 aircraft engine mounts 
(pn 0651000-xx). I understand that over the years, the -15-powered aircraft using 
those were changed out to the later style aircraft engine mount / Lord mount and 
later civil conversions to -15 power usually used the later aircraft mount 
(pn 0651300) and the later J6545-1 Lord mounts. BUT that should be confirmed 
on the particular aircraft in question before Lord mounts are ordered under just 
an assumption. 
 
-15 Lord Mounts Readily Available 
The -15 style Lord mounts were/are used on later O-470 models, even some IO-
520s. They were used in later 180s, 182s, 185s among others. They are readily 
available. With a quick look, Chief Aircraft, Aircraft Spruce, Sky Geek, etc all 
show as stocked items. As of this writing (2015), costs are approx $120 ea (four 
J6545-1 assemblies required per engine) and up. Here's the Aircraft Spruce link: 
 
http://www.aircraftspruce.com/catalog/eppages/lordenginemountscessna.php 
 
That should do it... 
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